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"Who Else Wants Master Resale Rights To These Proffesionally Designed WP Themes, HTML And

Blogger Templates That You Can Resell Yourself For Pure Profit?" Why settle with the default templates

when you can have an entire PRO package at your fingertips? Dear Fellow Marketer, Do you want to sell

products, market affiliate programs, run a blog, create sales pages & squeeze pages, and not spend time

designing & coding or money on contractors? If there's one thing that all Internet Marketers need, it's

websites. And not just one kind of cookie cutter website, we need blogs and squeeze pages and sales

pages, and we need them quickly, easily and affordably. But is there actually a way to get everything we

need, all at once? There is now! Introducing... WordPress, HTML And Blogger Templates In-A-Box with

Master Resale Rights Each WP theme is widget enabled, cross browser compatible, and works with the

latest version of Wordpress too! Here's the full list of features for theese themes: * Wordpress 3.x

compatible - all themes were created using the latest version of Artisteer * Widget ready - just drag and

drop your preferred widgets * Top and bottom widget areas - you can use them for all kind of ads * Up to

4 footer widget areas * No sidebar page template - can be used for salesletters 5 Templates Let's See

What's Included In This Package 1. 5 (x 4) WordPress Themes - Each of the 5 themes comes in 4

different versions - 2 x 2 columns (with left sidebar and right sidebar) + 2 x 3 columns (with split sidebars

and with sidebars on the right) - so you'll actually get 20 Wordpress themes 2. 5 (x 4) Matching HTML

Templates - Each of the 5 templates comes also in 4 different versions - 2 x 2 columns (with left sidebar

and right sidebar) + 2 x 3 columns (with split sidebars and with sidebars on the right) - so you'll actually

get 20 HTML Templates 3. 5 (x 4) Matching Blogger Templates - Each of the 5 templates comes also in 4

different versions - 2 x 2 columns (with left sidebar and right sidebar) + 2 x 3 columns (with split sidebars

and with sidebars on the right) - so you'll actually get 20 Blogger Templates 4. The 5 headers used for

these templates in .PSD and .PNG format - just in case you want to make some changes (PLR included

too) 5. I have also included some awesome bonuses too... These never before released premium

Wordpress themes are the perfect product you can resell. Your customers will go crazy buying them

because this pack screams value for money! Since I know it's 100 to your benefit to act right away, I want
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to sweeten the pot and give you every possible reason to say YES today! If you respond immediately,

you'll also receive the following bonuses: Bonus #1 WP Autopeel with Master Resale Rights + 15 Peel

Away Graphics With PLR! Bonus #2 Web 2.0 Wordpress Salesletter Templates with Master Resale

Rights Oh, did I also mention you get an EXACT COPY OF THIS SALESPAGE, as well as a prebuilt

thank you page too? So, all you have to do is upload the salespage to your site and you can start selling

these themes within minutes! Master Resale Rights! ____________________________ See My Store

For More Deal!!! Best Deals Anywhere!!! magama.tradebit.com ____________________________ Tags:
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